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Session 2: 
RELATE & ENGAGE 

 
 
From this point on in this course we will cover four practical elements for evangelism:  
Relate, Engage, Share, and Call.  To make it easy to remember, the first letter of those words 
begins to spell the word “rescue”. 
 
Evangelism is just that – sharing the good news of God’s RESCUE in Jesus Christ: 
 
 

 
 

 
 

RELATE:   The Power of Relationship 
 
It’s not that we must develop a relationship with someone before we share the good news.  
We should remember the gospel’s inherent power, which is not bound up in our personal 
connections.   
 
God may bring people across our path for even a brief moment, and use us to bring them to 
himself.   (Consider Philip and the Ethiopian eunuch:  Acts 8.26-40.) 
 
 
>>>  But, how many of us came to faith in Christ through the means of some personal 
connection with someone? 
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God seems to often use us as we build bridges into the lives of lost people – especially 
the bridge of relationship.   

 
“He (Andrew) first found his own brother Simon and said to him, "We have found the 
Messiah" …He brought him to Jesus.”   

 
"We have found him of whom Moses in the Law and also the prophets wrote, Jesus of 
Nazareth, the son of Joseph… Come and see."  (John 1) 

 
 
Why do you think God seems to often use the means of personal relationship? 
 
 
>>>  Consider:  What can hinder you from building such relationships? 

 
 
 
 

“Most gospel ministry involves ordinary people doing ordinary things with gospel 
intentionality.”  - Steve Timmis  & Tim Chester  

 
 
 
 Building relationship through hospitality 
 

Meals in Jesus’ day were an expression of “table fellowship”, implying relationship and 
acceptance.  Some of Jesus’ harshest criticism came as he was “eating with tax collectors 
and sinners” because this made him “a friend of sinners.”  (Matt 11.19, Luke 7.34)    

 
“Ordinary people doing ordinary things with gospel intentionality” might be as simple 
as having people over for a meal.  Meals are ordinary; we have them about three times a 
day.  Yet around a meal, friendships are built as simple hospitality is extended!   

 
“…For the early Christians, the home was the most natural setting for proclaiming 
Christ to their families, neighbors, and friends. The same is true today. If you and/or 
your local church are looking for ways to evangelize, opening your home is one of 
the best methods for reaching the lost.” —Alexander Strauch 

 
 
 

 Building relationship through service 
 

Building relationships might involve some simple act of care and kindness.   In a world 
in which we are “hated by others and hating one another” (Titus 3.3), a simple act of 
service can be a big step forward in friendship.   

 
>>>  What are some expressions of intentionality through service that come to mind? 
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 Building relationship in everyday life 
 

“Gospel intentionality” is not necessarily adding something onto what we need to be 
doing, but is rather incorporating lost people into what we are already doing. 
 
>>>  What are you already doing in your life that you might also do with lost people? 

 
 
 
 
 
ENGAGE:   Engaging in Spiritual Conversations 
 
We’ve seen how we can pursue “gospel intentionality” with lost people by building bridges 
between our lives and theirs.  We want genuine friendships with lost people, but that alone 
is not evangelism.  The question then becomes:  what do I do next?   
 
 
 Engaging with questions 
 

The best way to be listened to is to first listen ourselves.  Not only that, but we need to 
know what people think about life and spiritual issues if we’re going to help them make 
sense of the gospel for their own lives.   

 
 
- Asking questions is gracious:   Asking questions is a way to get to know people 

personally, as part of a genuine friendship. 
 

Let your speech always be gracious, seasoned with salt, so that you may know how you 
ought to answer each person”?   (Col. 4.6) 

 
 

- Asking questions is strategic:   One way to buy up the opportunities is by asking 
strategic questions that open the doors for conversations about the gospel.   
 

Conduct yourselves wisely toward outsiders, making the best use of the time. (Col. 4.5) 
 

 
- Asking questions is revealing:   If we’re going to effectively share the gospel, we need to 

know:  what are the issues that hinder them from believing?  What are their 
presuppositions and convictions? 
 

The purpose in a man's heart is like deep water, but a man of understanding will draw 
it out.  (Proverbs 20.5)    

 
…in your hearts regard Christ the Lord as holy, always being prepared to make a 
defense to anyone who asks you for a reason for the hope that is in you; yet do it with 
gentleness and respect”?  (1 Peter 3.15) 
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A few years ago I attended an evangelism conference called Vital, hosted by Q Place. 
In one of the sessions, Randy Siever, a former pastor and Young Life staffer, asked 
everyone in the audience to find a partner and discuss three potentially 
controversial subjects: gay marriage, immigration reform, and the New England 
Patriots. Sounds harmless enough, I thought. But here was the clincher: Only one 
partner could share his or her opinions; the other could only listen and ask 
questions.  
 
The resulting conversation intrigued me, and not because of my discussion partner's 
feelings on immigration or the Patriots. It surprised me that I would have so much 
trouble keeping my own opinions to myself. Try it sometime. It is amazing—and 
disturbing—how hard it can be simply to listen and ask questions.  
 
Why was it so hard? We live in a "telling" culture. Via Facebook and Twitter we tell 
the world what we had for breakfast, how our in-laws drive us nuts, and how this or 
that celebrity got arrested again. The extent of listening goes as far as pushing a 
"like" button or making a comment and calling it a day.  
 
We could take the pessimistic route and make gloomy predictions about what this 
behavior portends for our future. But as Christians with a desire to see the world 
renewed and redeemed, we could instead see an opportunity. After all, people 
obviously desire to be heard by others in hopes of hearing a response. People crave 
engagement. They want someone who will acknowledge and respect their thoughts 
and feelings. For Christians living in this technologically interconnected but 
relationally disconnected culture, communicating the unconditional love of Christ 
could mean simply demonstrating curiosity about other people.  – John Crilly 

 
 
 
 

Conversation starters - questions that help you take an interest in someone: 
o Where are you from?   
o What do you do?   
o What do you enjoy doing in your free time? 
o What’s your greatest joy in life right now? 
o What’s your greatest challenge in life right now? 

 
 

Conversation turners - questions that can turn a conversation to spiritual matters:  
o What are your spiritual beliefs?  
o How would you describe your own spiritual “journey”? 
o What role does faith play in your life? 
o To you, who is Jesus?  
o When we die, what do you think is on the other side? 
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 Continuing the Conversation 
 

Our gospel engagement with lost people needs to be thought of as a marathon, not a 
sprint.  God often works over time, through a process, so we need to have the mindset of 
“continuing the conversation”.     

 
Consider what we read of Lydia in the book of Acts.  As the Apostle Paul engaged her 
with this good news about Jesus, “The Lord opened her heart to pay attention to what 
was said by Paul.” (Acts 16:14).  We want to “continue the conversation” because our 
Lord can do just that - opening a heart at any time! 

 
 

“Evangelism is not an activity to be squeezed into our busy schedules.  It becomes an 
intention that we carry with us throughout our day.” – Steve Timmis & Tim Chester 

 
 
 

PRACTICAL EXERCISE:    Partner up with someone and practice engaging in the ways 
we’ve discussed.  Use only questions to start the conversation.  Then use questions to 
turn the conversation to spiritual matters. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------- 
 
HOMEWORK:    
 
 
 Consider:   what’s one step by which you can further build a relationship with someone 

to whom you’re reaching out?    When can you take that step?   (For ideas, see the 
appendix:  “Eight Ways to Easily be Missional”)  

 
 Seek to turn one conversation this week to spiritual things through the use of questions.  

Come ready to share any highlights next week. 
 
 Continue to pray for open doors with those for whom you are praying (Col. 4.3-4). 


